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1. Introduction
Graphene is a 2D monolayer of sp2-hybrid-
ized carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal 
lattice with a carbon–carbon bond length 
of 0.142 nm.[1–3] Graphene properties 
have been extensively studied since it was 
first isolated in 2004 by Novoselov et al.[4]  
It has a great potential for reinforcement in 
composite materials[4,5] due to its Young’s 
modulus of 1 TPa, intrinsic strength of 
130 GPa,[6] room temperature (RT) elec-
tron mobility of 250 000 cm2 V−1 s−1,[4] and 
optical transmittance of 97.7%.[7] Other 
promising application areas for graphene 
are photonics, optoelectronics, energy gen-
eration and storage, sensors for gas detec-
tion, and biomedical areas, particularly in 
biosensing, drug and gene delivery, and 
tissue engineering.[4] Graphene is a mate-
rial with hydrophobic behavior and con-
siderable chemical inertia. However, it is 
highly susceptible to physical adsorption 
through π–π interactions[1] and it can be 
chemically functionalized via noncova-
lent or covalent approaches.[4,8] Moreover, nonfunctionalized 
graphene sheets may tend to restack, through van der Waals 
interactions to reform graphite.[9] The functionalization of gra-
phene allows the production of stable aqueous suspensions as 
well as the enhancement of the interaction between graphene 
and other materials, which has particular importance for the 
application of graphene in layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly.[9,10] 
The noncovalent functionalization through π–π interactions 
is an effective and nondestructive method that does not affect 
the chemical structure or the electronic properties of the gra-
phene sheets.[11,12] Stabilizer-assisted liquid phase exfoliation 
of graphene has been reported using polymers, surfactants, 
and aromatic compounds as stabilizers, to enhance the inter-
action with the solvent and prevent restacking of graphene 
sheets. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as pyrene deriva-
tives[13] are promising stabilizers that yield stable suspensions 
with high graphene content. These compounds adsorb at the 
graphene surface through π–π interactions, which appear to be 
stronger than graphene–graphene interactions according to Li 
et al.[14] Moreover, low concentration pyrene derivative solutions 
are effective for the preparation of stable suspensions of gra-
phene (or exfoliated graphite, EG), while large concentrations 
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of surfactants or polymers are required to achieve a similar 
effect, as reported by Parviz et al.[13]
Natural polymers are extensively used in biomedical 
applications due to their inherent biocompatibility and 
biodegradability.[15] Alginate (ALG) is a natural anionic polymer 
usually extracted from brown algae. It is a linear copolymer poly-
saccharide containing blocks of (1,4)-linked β-d-mannuronate 
(M) and α-l-guluronate (G) residues.[16,17] ALG presents low 
cost, biocompatibility, low toxicity, and forms hydrogels whose 
structure is similar to extracellular matrices of living tissues.[16] 
Chitosan (CHI) is a natural cationic polymer produced through 
the alkaline deacetylation of chitin, which promotes the 
hydrolysis and conversion of the acetyl groups of chitin in free 
amine groups.[18,19] It is a biocompatible, biodegradable, non-
toxic polymer with spermicidal, hemostatic, and antibacterial 
behavior.[20,21] CHI is widely employed in several biomedical 
areas in the form of gels, films, or fibers.[19,20] One of the major 
drawbacks of natural polymers is their poor mechanical and 
electrical properties.[22] The reinforcement of natural polymers 
with graphene and graphene-based materials has been reported 
as a solution to overcome this drawback owing to their excellent 
mechanical and electrical properties. Besides the enhancement 
of the mechanical and electrical properties of natural polymers, 
other advantages of using graphene have been reported, such 
as the increase of cellular attachment and proliferation and the 
improvement of biosensor’s effectiveness.[5,23–26]
LbL assembly is a versatile technique used to modify sur-
faces and to produce nanostructured polymeric multilayered 
films through the alternate adsorption of complementary multi-
valent molecules on a surface, by application on substrates with 
any geometry. The assembly may be achieved by electrostatic 
or nonelectrostatic interactions,[27,28] and thus it is not limited 
to polymeric polyelectrolyte (PE) systems.[27,29] Several works 
reported the incorporation of peptides, carbon nanotubes, clays, 
dyes, metal oxides, particles, nucleic acids, proteins, enzymes, 
DNA, and viruses in multilayered films.[27,30] Several materials 
can be used and the number of depositions can be controlled, 
allowing the production of multilayered structures with tailored 
thickness, chemical composition, structure and properties.[27] 
LbL structures are produced for application in several fields 
including biomimetics, sensing and biosensing, drug/gene/
therapeutic delivery, protein adsorption, tissue and regenerative 
medicine, and energy storage and conversion.[27,29] Multilayered 
films built with graphene-based materials, mainly with gra-
phene oxide (GO) and reduced GO, have been reported by sev-
eral researchers.[31–39] However, reports on multilayered films 
built with graphene-based materials and natural polymers are 
still scarce.[40–42] Tang et al. reported the production and charac-
terization of multilayered films based on GO and regenerated 
cellulose. The properties of these films were suitable for appli-
cations in advanced biochemical and electrochemical devices.[40] 
Wen and co-workers coated vitreous carbon electrodes with 
multilayered films based on GO and CHI. The coated elec-
trodes presented excellent electrocatalytic sensing performance 
for detection of dopamine and uric acid.[41] The development 
of freestanding (FS) multilayered films based on CHI, ALG, 
and GO with interesting properties for biomedical applications 
such as wound healing and tissue engineering of cardiac and 
bone tissues was also reported.[42] To our knowledge, the LbL 
assembly of natural polymers and noncovalently functionalized 
few-layer graphene produced through stabilizer-assisted liquid 
phase exfoliation was not reported.
The present work reports the development of FS multilay-
ered films using the LbL technique with the composition (CHI/
ALG/CHI/fG(XGC))100, where functionalized few-layer gra-
phene produced by stabilizer-assisted liquid phase exfoliation is 
used as filler to reinforce the polymeric composite. The effect of 
incorporating this type of graphene in multilayered films spe-
cifically produced by the LbL methodology was studied. Before 
the production of the FS multilayered films, quartz crystal 
microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) experiments were per-
formed to investigate the best conditions for the film build-up. 
Three different types of pristine graphite were functionalized to 
produce few-layer graphene and were characterized by Raman 
spectroscopy, UV-visible (UV–vis) spectroscopy, thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA), and zeta potential (ZP) measurements. 
The suspension that yielded higher concentration of few layer 
graphene in suspension and showed superior stability was 
selected to prepare the FS multilayered films by LbL. After-
ward, the FS multilayered films produced were characterized 
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force micros-
copy (AFM), TGA, and Raman Spectroscopy. The mechanical 
performance, wettability, water uptake (WU), degradation, and 
biological behavior of the obtained films were also evaluated.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of 
Functionalized Few-Layer Graphene
2.1.1. Synthesis of Functionalized Few-Layer Graphene
The aqueous suspensions of functionalized few-layer graphene 
were prepared through stabilizer-assisted liquid phase exfolia-
tion, a noncovalent functionalization approach. Suspensions of 
three different graphite products, fG(Micrograf), fG(Graphexel), 
and fG(XGC) were produced. The pyrene derivative (PY) used 
to produce the few-layer graphene aqueous suspensions is rep-
resented in Figure 1. The suspensions were prepared by sonica-
tion of the selected graphite materials in 5 × 10−5m PY solutions. 
After centrifugation, the supernatant was collected, character-
ized, and tested for possible application using the LbL technique.
2.1.2. Characterization of Functionalized Few-Layer Graphene
Raman Spectroscopy: Raman Spectroscopy has been exten-
sively used to study carbon materials such as graphense, 
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Figure 1. Pyrene derivative molecular structure.
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pyrolytic graphite, and carbon nanotubes, providing relevant 
information about chemical and structural characteristics of 
these materials. The pristine graphite materials used and the 
derivatives obtained by liquid phase exfoliation were character-
ized by Raman spectroscopy and their spectra are presented 
in Figure 2a–c. The Raman spectra of PY, pristine graphite 
(Micrograf, Graphexel and XGC), and the exfoliated materials 
obtained from fG(Micrograph), fG(Graphexel), and fG(XGC) 
show three major bands characteristic of sp2 carbon mate-
rials. The D band, near 1350 cm−1, is related to the presence 
of structural defects in the hexagonal sp2 carbon lattice of gra-
phene and with edge effects.[43,44] The G band, at ≈1580 cm−1, 
is associated with the doubly degenerate phonon mode at the 
Brillouin zone center, and it is related with the in-plane vibra-
tion of the sp2 carbon atoms.[43] The relative signal intensity of 
the D band to the G band (ID/IG) provides information about 
the level of “disorder” in terms of covalent modification of the 
graphene structure.[44,45] The band near 2700 cm−1, designated 
as 2D band, has nearly the double frequency of the D band 
and is due to a second order Raman scattering process.[44] The 
number of layers for n-layer graphene can be estimated by ana-
lyzing the shape, width, and position of the 2D band. Ferrari 
et al. reported that an increase in the number of layers origi-
nates a broader 2D band shifted to higher wavenumber.[44,46] 
In pristine graphite, the 2D band consists of two components 
and appears at ≈2720 cm−1[47] while graphene presents a single 
sharp peak centered at a wavenumber lower than 2700 cm−1.[45]
The analysis of the Raman spectra in Figure 2a shows an 
increase of the ID/IG ratio for the fG(Micrograf) relative to 
Micrograf (pristine), from 0.20 to 0.47. According to Parviz 
et al., this may be a consequence of a decrease in the flake 
size when Micrograf (pristine) in aqueous suspension was 
exposed to sonication, to produce fG(Micrograf). As the flake 
size decreases, the extension of exposed edges per flake area 
increases, resulting in the intensity increase of the D band 
relative to the G band,[13] particularly if edges with armchair 
configuration were formed.[45] Moreover, the 2D band in 
fG(Micrograf) is downshifted to a lower wavenumber which 
indicates that the exfoliation was successfully achieved. The 
position, near 2707 cm−1, and symmetric shape of the 2D 
band in fG(Micrograf) confirm the few-layer nature of the 
functionalized graphene obtained from pristine Micrograf. 
The small peaks observed at ≈1400 and 1620 cm−1 are char-
acteristic of PY.[48] The Raman spectrum of fG(Graphexel) pre-
sented in Figure 2b also depicts the characteristic peaks of PY 
near 1400 and 1620 cm−1, as well as an increase of the ID/IG 
band ratio relative to the pristine material from 0.03 to 0.20. 
The 2D band shift toward lower wavenumber and a change in 
peak shape was observed indicating the successful exfoliation 
of pristine Graphexel. Finally, XGC (pristine) and fG(XGC) 
do not show significant differences in the Raman spectra, 
Figure 2c, owing to the structural similarity of the pristine 
and functionalized materials. The pristine XGC is already 
partially oxidized and exfoliated, formed by small flakes (and 
thus a large extension of edge carbons), resulting on a high 
intensity D band.[13] No significant changes in ID/IG were 
observed after the functionalization process. The position of 
the 2D band along with its symmetric shape reveals the few-
layer nature of fG(XGC).
Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy: The UV–vis spectra of PY 
solution and aqueous suspensions of functionalized few-layer 
graphene are presented in Figure 3. The concentration of the 
suspensions of functionalized graphene was determined using 
the Lambert–Beer Law equation, considering the absorptivity 
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of a) PY, Micrograf (pristine), and fG(Micrograf); 
b) Graphexel (pristine) and fG(Graphexel); and c) XGC (pristine) and 
fG(XGC).
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coefficient of 2460 dm3 g−1 m−1 at 660 nm, as reported by 
Viinikanoja et al.[49] Figure 3 shows that the UV–vis spectra 
of fG(Micrograf) and fG(Graphexel) were modulated by the 
spectra of PY, corroborating the results of previous works 
describing typical spectra of PY-functionalized few-layer gra-
phene aqueous suspensions.[49,50] Conversely, the spectrum of 
fG(XGC) was observed to be similar to the spectrum of GO,[9] 
possibly owing to the partially oxidized nature of XGC (pris-
tine), with a maximum absorbance near 265 nm attributed to 
π→π* transitions of the conjugated CC bonds.[51] It should be 
noticed that the UV–vis spectrum presented for fG(XGC) was 
obtained for the 10x diluted suspension since the concentra-
tion of the as-produced suspension was too high. The spectra 
of fG(Micrograph) and fG(Graphexel) were obtained for the as-
produced suspensions.
The concentration of the functionalized few-layer graphene 
suspensions produced is presented in Table 1 as well as the yield 
of the functionalization process. Table 1 shows that fG(XGC) 
yields highly concentrated aqueous suspensions, probably due 
to its smaller flake size that facilitates the PY intercalation and 
the exfoliation of the graphene layers. This is important for the 
production of FS multilayered films by LbL that requires the 
availability of a large volume of stable solutions of polyelectro-
lytes with a concentration near 0.25 mg mL−1.
Thermogravimetric Analysis: The TGA results obtained for the 
pristine and functionalized graphite materials, and for the PY 
used in the functionalization process, are presented in Figure 4. 
PY shows the lowest thermal stability, starting thermal degrada-
tion above ≈150 °C. The weight loss observed for the pristine 
graphite materials is small and mainly due to the release of 
adsorbed water and residual oxidation, as reported by Parviz 
et al.[13] The pristine Micrograf and Graphexel are thermally stable 
across the temperature range analyzed, while XGC, formed by 
smaller and partially oxidized flakes, registered a weight loss of 
7.4 wt% at 800 °C, starting above 300 °C. After functionaliza-
tion with PY the thermal stability decreases above 300 °C for 
fG(Micrograf) and fG(Graphexel), reaching a weight loss of 
5.50 and 11.9 wt%, respectively, at 800 °C. The thermal stability 
of fG(Graphexel) and fG(XGC) is comparable up to 600 °C. 
The results demonstrate the extensive functionalization of the 
graphite materials with PY.
Zeta Potential: The stability of the functionalized few-layer 
graphene aqueous suspensions was assessed through ZP meas-
urements. Table 2 presents the results obtained for the suspen-
sions at pH = 7. The value for a PY aqueous solution is also 
included for the sake of comparison. The results show that all 
the suspensions are characterized by a negative ZP at this pH, 
which is related with the deprotonation of the carboxylic acid 
groups of PY adsorbed at the few-layer graphene surface.[9,52] 
According to the literature, particles with ZP more positive 
than +30 mV or more negative than −30 mV are considered to 
form stable suspensions owing to the strong electrostatic repul-
sion between them.[52] Thus, it is expected that fG(Micrograf), 
fG(Graphexel), and fG(XGC) form stable aqueous suspensions 
at pH = 7.
2.2. Real-Time Monitoring of the Multilayered Film Production 
by QCM-D
The fG(XGC) aqueous suspension was selected for the prepa-
ration of FS multilayered films accounting for its stability and 
yield of exfoliation. QCM-D was used to validate the production 
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Figure 3. UV–vis spectra of PY, fG(Micrograf), fG(Graphexel), and 
fG(XGC).
Table 1. Initial concentration of the pristine graphite materials (Micro-
graf, Graphexel, and XGC), concentration of the functionalized graphite 
materials (fG(Micrograf), fG(Graphexel), and fG(XGC)) in aqueous 
suspension, and % yield of the functionalization process.
Suspension Initial concentration 




in suspension [mg 
cm−3]
Yield [%]
fG(Micrograf) 1.000 0.039 3.900
fG(Graphexel) 1.000 0.018 1.800
fG(XGC) 1.000 0.246 24.60
Figure 4. TGA thermograms of PY, fG(Micrograf), fG(Graphexel), and 
fG(XGC).
Table 2. ZP of fG(Micrograf), fG(Graphexel), fG(XGC), and PY.
fG(Micrograf) −31 ± 2 mV
fG(Graphexel) −32 ± 2 mV
fG(XGC) −35 ± 1 mV
PY −14 ± 1 mV
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of the multilayered films based on the chosen polymers and 
fG(XGC).
Figure 5a shows the build-up of (CHI/ALG/CHI/fG(XGC))4 
using QCM-D. A decrease of ∆f with the injection of CHI, ALG, 
and fG(XGC) was detected, indicating that mass was added 
to the system during each deposition step. Therefore, the LbL 
assembly of the polyelectrolytes and fG(XGC) suspension was 
successful. The ∆f decay observed for each deposition step is 
different for the three overtones represented, meaning that the 
adsorbed layers do not obey to the Sauerbrey equation. This 
may originate on the viscoelastic behavior of the adsorbed film 
and with a nonhomogeneous deposition of the film along the 
crystal surface. Regarding ∆D, an increase was observed after 
each CHI, ALG, and fG(XGC) deposition owing to the viscoe-
lastic nature of the adsorbed layers.
The viscoelastic properties of the produced films were 
estimated by applying a Voigt-based model. Assuming 
ρB = 1.0 g cm−3, ηB = 1 mP s, and a fixed density of the layer 
ρL = 1.4 g cm−3. The thickness of the films was estimated as 
a function of the number of layers. Figure 5b shows that the 
film thickness increased with the number of layers, the deposi-
tion of fG(XGC) being the major driver of this effect, revealing 
a strong interaction between fG(XGC) and CHI. A value of 
≈357 nm for the overall thickness was estimated, based on the 
assumption that the adsorbed layer has a uniform thickness.
The viscosity and the shear modulus were estimated under 
the same assumptions used for thickness. Figure 5c reveals an 
increase on both properties during the build-up of the film, as 
already reported in other studies related with the deposition of 
viscoelastic films.[53–55]
Based on the QCM-D results, two types of multilayered films 
with different compositions were produced, (CHI/ALG/CHI/
ALG)100 used as control and (CHI/ALG/CHI/fG(XGC))100, both 
with 100 tetralayers and a thickness of ≈50 µm, as explained at 
the Experimental Section.
2.3. Characterization of the Freestanding Multilayered Films
2.3.1. Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was used to detect the incorporation of 
fG(XGC) along the FS multilayered films as well as to analyze 
its distribution over the polymeric films. The Raman spectra 
presented in Figure 6a confirm the incorporation of fG(XGC) 
in the FS multilayered films, monitoring the presence of the 
characteristic D, G, and 2D bands of the graphene-based mate-
rial, that are absent in the control films. The mapping of the 
nanoparticles distribution was carried out by calculating the 
integrated intensity over the spectral range of 1500–1700 cm−1 
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Figure 5. a) Normalized frequency (∆f/υ) and dissipation (∆D) changes measured by QCM-D during the build-up of (CHI/ALG/CHI/fG(XGC)4. The 
data for the 3rd (●), 5th (■), and 7th (◆) overtones are presented. (b) Thickness and c) viscosity (●) and shear modulus (■) of the growing (CHI/
ALG/CHI/fG(XGC)4 film as a function of the layers deposited calculated with the Voigt-based model.
Figure 6. a) Raman spectra of fG(XGC), control films, and fG films. b) Distribution of fG(XGC) along the (CHI/ALG) film observed by Raman 
spectroscopy (the map was built based on the calculated area of the G band of the graphite material; the green spots in the Raman mapping correspond 
to large G band areas, while the black spots correspond to a G band area near zero).
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(G band). The green color intensity correlates to the concen-
tration of fG(XGC) in the polymeric FS multilayered films. 
Figure 6b illustrates a continuous and uniform distribution of 
fG(XGC) along the FS multilayered films.
2.3.2. Thermogravimetric Analysis
The thermal stability of the control and fG FS multilayered 
films was evaluated by TGA, and the weight percentage of 
functionalized few-layer graphene incorporated in the mul-
tilayered films was determined. The results, illustrated in 
Figure 7a,b, indicate that both multilayered films have similar 
thermal stability when heated up to 845 °C under inert atmos-
phere, with a slightly higher stability of the fG FS multilayered 
relative to the control films above 200 °C. The initial weight 
loss below 200 °C is mostly due to the release of strongly 
adsorbed water (≈10 wt%), which is not considerably affected 
by the fG presence. The major weight loss is observed between 
200 and 400 °C, due to the decomposition of the polymeric 
materials and the PY used for the XGC functionalization. A 
similar result was observed by Wang et al.[56] and He et al.[57] 
for composites based on CHI and graphene derivatives and by 
Ionita et al.[58] and Nie et al.[59] for ALG/graphene derivatives 
composites. Above 600 °C, the weight loss tends to stabilize, 
leaving a residual weight of carbonaceous material from the 
polymer carbon backbone, for the control films, and also from 
the graphene-based material, for the fG FS multilayered films. 
The latter originate a slightly higher residual weight compared 
to the control films since the graphene-based material frac-
tion has a high thermal stability under inert atmosphere. The 
residual weight of the control and fG multilayered films was 
31.4% and 32.1 wt%, respectively. Considering also that the 
residue of fG(XGC) at 845 °C was ≈66.9 wt%, a weight con-
tent of ≈1.04 wt% of fG(XGC) in the FS multilayered films was 
estimated.
2.3.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy
The morphology of the surface of the upper side (facing out-
ward) and cross-section of the fG and control films was ana-
lyzed at the micrometer scale by SEM, as depicted in Figure 8. 
This figure includes a representative photograph of both fG and 
control FS films, to illustrate their macroscopic morphology.
Regarding the surface morphology, no significant differences 
were found between the control, Figure 8a1, and fG films, 
Figure 8b1. In general, at the microscale, both control and fG 
FS multilayered films revealed a uniform morphology. Pre-
vious work on the preparation of CHI/ALG multilayered films 
showed a similar surface morphology to that obtained in the 
present work for the control films.[60–62] The cross-section of the 
FS multilayered films depicted in Figure 8a2,b2 shows a dense 
structure for both nanocomposite films, indicating a strong 
interaction between CHI and fG(XGC), comparable to CHI/
ALG interaction. This is expected to contribute positively to the 
FS film mechanical properties. Dense structures obtained by 
LbL were reported before by other authors.[62,63]
2.3.4. Atomic Force Microscopy
The 2D and 3D surface topographies of the FS multilayered 
films, imaged by AFM, are represented in Figure 9b,c. The 
root-mean-square values of the surface roughness, RRMS, for the 
region represented in Figure 9c1,c2 are presented in Figure 9a.
A decrease in the RRMS from 195 ± 2 to 140 ± 30 nm was 
observed with the incorporation of fG(XGC) in the FS multi-
layered films, opposing to the reported effect of GO incorpora-
tion in CHI/ALG FS multilayered films prepared by a similar 
process.[42] This dissimilarity may be associated to the flat topog-
raphy characteristic of graphene-based materials. Figure 9b 
shows the average height values, HAV, of control and fG FS 
multilayered films. The HAV values measured are near RRMS 
which indicates a considerably uniform topography along the 
FS multilayered films.
2.3.5. Water Contact Angle
The wettability of the FS multilayered films was evaluated by 
water contact angle analysis (WCA) measurements. Figure 10 
shows the hydrophobic character of the control films presenting 
a WCA near 111°. Similar results were reported by Silva et al. 
for CHI/ALG FS multilayered films.[61] The incorporation of fG 
decreased the WCA to ≈86°. Such behavior was reported in a 
Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2018, 1700316
Figure 7. a) TGA curves obtained for the FS multilayered films (control and fG), with inset showing a magnification for the temperature range of 
842.5–844.0 °C, and b) derivative of the weight loss curves (DTGA) for both FS multilayered films, as a function of temperature (°C).
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previous work[42] for FS multilayered films incorporating other 
forms of functionalized graphene. The hydrophobic character 
of graphene may be tuned by chemical modification (oxidation, 
covalent or noncovalent functionalization) inducing a hydro-
philic character.[64] In the present work, the hydrophilic char-
acter of the fG(XGC) in suspension is due to the adsorption of 
pyrene modified with carboxylic groups (PY). The decrease in 
roughness observed by AFM for the fG containing films may 
also contribute to the WCA decrease.
2.3.6. Water Uptake
The WU ability of the produced multilayered FS films was evalu-
ated by immersion in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) at 37 °C 
during 48 h, and the results are presented in Figure 11a. The 
control films reached the WU equilibrium after 4 h, with a max-
imum WU of ≈250%. The incorporation of fG in the FS multi-
layer films reduced the WU to a maximum of ≈230% and the 
equilibrium was reached after 7 h. These results are in agree-
ment with a previous work reported for multilayered FS films 
based on ALG, CHI, and graphene with a different functionaliza-
tion.[42] The delay observed in the equilibrium time may be due 
to the 2D nature and barrier properties of the fG flakes, delaying 
the diffusion of water through the film.[58,65] The few-layer gra-
phene flakes are intrinsically hydrophobic, only their surface was 
modified to become hydrophilic, and thus the weight fraction of 
fG incorporated in the FS film may have little contribution to the 
overall WU. Also, the establishment of a good interface between 
CHI/fG may result in lower ability for water uptake. Thus, the 
addition of fG(XGC) to CHI/ALG multilayered FS films appears 
to be a suitable and simple strategy to control the water uptake, 
avoiding more complex chemical methods.
2.3.7. Degradation Tests
The weight loss of control and fG FS multilayered films 
caused by nonenzymatic hydrolysis and enzyme-catalyzed 
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Figure 8. SEM images of a1) surface and a2) cross-section of control films; b1) surface and b2) cross-section of fG films; photographs of a3) control 
films and b3) fG films.
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hydrolysis, which represent two degradation processes com-
monly occurring in natural polymers,[66,67] were evaluated. 
Enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis studies were carried out using 
lysozyme, an enzyme present in human serum in concen-
tration between 0.004 and 0.013 mg mL−1, typically involved 
in the degradation of chitin derivatives such as CHI.[67] The 
maximum lysozyme concentration was employed in this 
study. Figure 11b presents the weight loss undergone by the 
FS multilayered films when immersed in PBS and PBS + 
lysozyme during 7, 14, 21, and 28 d. After 7 d in PBS a 
weight loss of 21% and 13% for the control and fG films, 
respectively, was observed. The equivalent study using PBS + 
lysozyme showed a weight loss of ≈27% for the control films 
and 14% for fG containing films. A similar tendency was 
reported by Justin et al. showing an initial high degradation 
rate in PBS medium containing lysozyme as a consequence 
of the lysozyme reaction with the abundant chitosan chains 
containing at least three acetyl units.[68] At the end of 28 d, 
control FS films reached a weight loss of about 25% and 30% 
in PBS and PBS + lysozyme medium, respectively. Under the 
same conditions the weight loss measured for fG FS films 
was ≈16% in PBS and 17% in PBS with lysozyme. Lysozyme 
had a considerable effect on the degradation of the control FS 
films, but almost no effect on the fG containing films. Overall, 
the weight loss of the control FS films was always greater 
than observed for fG containing films. The incorporation of 
fG enhanced the degradation resistance of the CHI/ALG mul-
tilayered films, in agreement with previous work reported.[42] 
The lower WU observed for the fG containing FS multilayered 
films may aid to increase the stability of this film toward PBS 
and PBS + lysozyme degradation compared to the CHI/ALG 
FS film. Similar results were reported in the literature for CHI 
Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2018, 1700316
Figure 9. a) RRMS and b) HAV. AFM surface images with respective 3D representations of c1,c2) control films and d1,d2) fG films. Significant differences 
were found for p < 0.05 (*).
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composites, where a decrease in weight loss and degradation 
rate of CHI was observed after the incorporation of GO.[65,69]
2.3.8. Mechanical Characterization
The mechanical/viscoelastic properties of the control and fG 
FS multilayered films were evaluated by dynamical mechan-
ical analysis (DMA). Figure 12a presents the variation of the 
storage modulus, E′, as a function of the frequency. Overall, it 
was observed that E′ increases with frequency, a characteristic 
behavior of viscoelastic materials.[63,70] The incorporation of 
fG(XGC) in the FS multilayered films increased the stiffness, 
as expected considering the much higher modulus of fG com-
pared to CHI and ALG. Other works report a similar effect for 
the incorporation of graphene derivatives on CHI[71,72] and on 
ALG[59] to form composites, a significant increase in stiffness 
being observed with the addition of graphene derivatives at a 
concentration as low as 0.1 wt%.
Figure 12a shows that E′ increased by nearly 2.5 times for 
fG FS films relative to the control FS films, comparable to the 
results reported in a previous work for CHI/ALG/CHI/GO 
multilayered films.[42] No considerable variations were observed 
for the loss factor, tan δ, with the increase of the frequency 
(Figure 12b). The incorporation of fG(XGC) in the FS multilay-
ered films led to a decrease in tan δ, from 0.6 to 0.2, approxi-
mately, in the range of frequencies analyzed. Such decrease in 
tan δ shows that the inclusion of fG on the FS films has a sim-
ilar effect to that observed on FS films subject to crosslinking, 
enhancing the elastic character of the control FS films.[63,73] The 
tan δ results indicate that FS films with and without fG pre-
sent a viscoelastic character, which is relevant to mimic living 
tissue for biomedical applications.[62,74] A similar behavior was 
observed before for FS multilayered films based on CHI, ALG, 
and GO.[42]
The control FS films and the films containing fG were sub-
ject to uniaxial tensile testing, yielding stress–strain curves as 
represented in Figure 12c. Figure 12d–f presents the ultimate 
tensile strength (UTS), strain at break (εB), and Young’s mod-
ulus results, respectively, obtained from statistically meaningful 
analysis of the stress–strain curves. It was observed that UTS 
increased by 125% and εB by 27% with the incorporation of 
fG in the FS multilayered films. According to Wan et al., the 
properties of the graphene derivative, its exfoliation state and 
the interfacial interaction with the polymer play a major role 
on its reinforcement effect.[75] The UTS values of the control 
and fG FS films are found within the typical values for aorta 
and skin tissue, respectively, which indicates that these mate-
rials may be adequate for the regeneration of small defects in 
these tissues.[76] The increase in the UTS and εB may result 
from the homogeneous distribution of parallel aligned func-
tionalized few-layer graphene over the polymeric layers and the 
strong interfacial adhesion between the graphene derivative 
and the polymeric material, as reported in previous works on 
composites based on CHI and graphene derivatives,[72,77] and 
on multilayered FS films based on CHI, ALG, and GO.[42] The 
simultaneous improvement in the mechanical strength and 
ductility of polymer nanocomposites has been reported with the 
incorporation of other oriented or functionalized carbon nano-
fillers, such as carbon nanotubes.[78,79] The Young’s modulus 
of the FS multilayered films also increased with the incorpora-
tion of fG(XGC) as observed in Figure 12f. A similar behavior 
was observed in previous works where the incorporation of 
graphene derivatives on ALG[58] and CHI[72,80] films led to an 
increase in their Young’s modulus.
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Figure 10. WCA results with representative images for the surface of 
control and fG FS films. Significant differences were found for p < 0.0001 
(****).
Figure 11. a) Variation of the WU ability as a function of time for control and fG FS films in PBS at 37 °C and b) degradation behavior measured as 
weight loss of control and fG FS films immersed in PBS or PBS with lysozyme over a period of 28 d at 37 °C.
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2.3.9. Electrical Properties
The electrical resistivity of the FS multilayered films was 
measured by measuring the current intensity versus voltage 
(I–V) curves in the voltage range from −5 to 5 V, as depicted 
in Figure 13. The electrical resistivity was computed consid-
ering the current passing through the sample in the voltage 
range between −1.0 and 1.0 V (inset in Figure 13). The incor-
poration of fG(XGC) in the multilayered FS films resulted 
in a decrease of the electrical resistivity from 3.0 × 1012 to 
5.3 × 1010 Ω m. Several works report considerably lower elec-
trical resistivity for composites containing graphene deriva-
tives as fillers, even at contents as low as 1.0 wt%.[56,69,81–83] 
However, in order to reach electrical percolation a higher con-
tent of the graphene derivative is typically required. Li et al. 
reported a similar electrical resistivity for GO/polystyrene 
composites (1.0 wt% in GO) to that obtained in the present 
work.[84] The polyelectrolyte sequence used for the production 
of the multilayered FS films may significantly influence their 
electrical properties. In fact, the deposition of three polymer 
layers followed by one graphene layer may limit the volume 
conductivity measured through the cross-sectional direction. 
However, although the FS multilayered films remain resistive 
after the incorporation of fG(XGC), their resistivity decreased 
by two orders of magnitude, which is a good indicator for the 
possibility of producing conductive films at higher graphene 
content.
2.3.10. Biological Studies
L929 fibroblasts cells were used to evaluate the in vitro cyto-
compatibility of the produced multilayered FS films during 1, 
3, and 7 d. 4′,6-Diami-dino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-phalloidin 
test (Figure 14) was performed to understand how L929 cells 
adhered and which morphology they presented on the sur-
face of the produced FS films. At day 1, the cells presented 
a round shape typical of the short culture period and started 
to adhere on the surface of the produced multilayered FS 
films. Some aggregates of cells were found mainly for the 
control FS films. After a period of 3 and 7 d of culture, the 
L929 cells presented a spread morphology and an increase in 
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Figure 12. DMA results for the FS multilayered films immersed in PBS, at 37 °C, to simulate the physiological conditions: variation of the storage 
modulus a) and loss factor b) along a frequency scan ranging from 0.2 to 10 Hz; stress–strain curves obtained from tensile tests c), and results obtained 
for UTS d), breaking strain e) and Young's modulus f). Significant differences were found for p < 0.0001 (****), p < 0.001 (***), and p < 0.01 (**).
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Figure 14. Representative photographs of cells’ morphology using DAPI for nuclei staining (blue labeled) and phalloidin for F-actin filaments staining 
(red labeled) by fluorescence microscopy at 1, 3, and 7 d post-seeding on control films, fG films, and TCPS.
Figure 13. I–V curves of the control and fG films between with inset showing in detail the region between −1.0 and 1.0 V.
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cell number was noticed. Such increase in cell proliferation 
was even more pronounced at day 7 where almost all the sur-
face area of the multilayered FS films was covered by adhered 
cells, especially for the fG FS films. Moreover, the produced 
multilayered FS films revealed a similar morphology and 
behavior when compared with tissue culture polystyrene 
(TCPS).
The metabolic activity on the produced FS multilayered 
films was evaluated by the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3 
carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulphophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium 
(MTS) colorimetric assays and the results are presented in 
Figure 15a. The metabolic activity increased with increasing cul-
turing time, suggesting good cell viability on the surfaces of the 
multilayered FS films. Overall, TCPS present significant differ-
ences in relation to both control and fG FS films (p < 0.0001). 
On day 7, significant differences were observed between con-
trol FS films and fG FS films (p < 0.01). Such results revealed 
that the produced multilayered FS films containing fG(XGC) 
allowed L929 cells to express better metabolic activity. Similar 
results have been reported in the work of Moura et al. where 
an improvement of the metabolic activity was verified when the 
GO in the form of flakes were included in FS multilayered films 
with CHI and ALG as matrix.[42] The cell proliferation over a 
period of 7 d was assessed by DNA quantification (Figure 15b). 
Overall, an increase in cell proliferation was verified for all for-
mulations. Comparing all the formulations with TCPS at day 1, 
significant differences were observed for both control and fG FS 
films (p < 0.01). At days 3 and 7 significant differences were also 
found between the TCPS and both control and fG FS films (p < 
0.0001). Moreover, at these time points significant differences were 
observed between control FS films and fG FS films (p < 0.0001).
Taken altogether, the preliminary biological assays indicate 
that the presence of fG(XGC) on the multilayered FS films 
lead to an increase on the metabolic activity and cell prolifera-
tion of L929 cells. The enhancement on cells’ spreading and 
proliferation might be related with the hydrophilic behavior of 
fG FS films against the hydrophobic character of control FS 
films. According with the literature, cells’ adhesion to mod-
erate hydrophilic surfaces is favored in comparison with hydro-
phobic or super hydrophilic surfaces.[85] Furthermore, the 
increasing in stiffness along with the decreasing in WU ability 
might also have contributed to an improved cellular behavior, 
once cells appear to prefer stiffer and lower hydration multilay-
ered films.[86,87] The results obtained in this work are similar 
to other works where the biological performance of graphene-
based composites was evaluated.[65,71] Thus, since a significant 
increase of the cell proliferation was observed as well as an 
increase of the FS films stiffness and thermal stability, these 
multilayered films may find a wide number of applications, 
such as wound healing, cardiac and bone engineering.
3. Conclusions
A simple method was adopted in this work for the noncova-
lent functionalization of graphite and preparation of few-layer 
graphene. fG FS multilayered films with CHI and ALG were 
successfully produced through LbL assembly. The addition of 
few-layer graphene induced significant changes in the prop-
erties of the produced FS films. TGA analysis revealed an 
overall weight content of fG(XGC) of ≈1%, uniformly distrib-
uted along the FS film, as demonstrated by Raman mapping. 
It was found that the incorporation of fG(XGC) did not change 
the morphology of the film surface at the microscale, when 
compared with the control films. Moreover, the FS films con-
taining fG(XGC) revealed an enhancement of the UTS, strain 
at break and Young’s modulus. A decrease in the nanorough-
ness of these FS films was also verified as well as a change 
from a hydrophobic to a hydrophilic behavior. The resistance 
to degradation was enhanced while the water absorption ability 
of the FS films decreased with the presence of fG(XGC). Such 
films also showed a two order of magnitude decrease in elec-
trical resistivity. The preliminary biological assays revealed 
that L929 cells were viable and able to proliferate over a period 
of 7 d on the developed fG FS films. Finally, according to the 
results obtained, it was demonstrated that the (CHI/ALG/CHI/
fG(XGC))100 FS multilayered films exhibit interesting proper-
ties which can be essential for biomedical applications such 
as wound healing, and tissue engineering of cardiac and bone 
tissues.
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Figure 15. a) Metabolic activity analysis for control and fG FS multilayered films using MTS assay for 1, 3, and 7 d. b) DNA quantification assay 
performed on control and fG films. Significant differences were found for p < 0.0001 (****) and p < 0.01 (**).
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4. Experimental Section
4.1. Materials
Three different types of graphite were used in the production of 
functionalized few-layer graphene aqueous suspensions. Micrograf 
HC11, an EG with 99.5% purity and median particle diameter (d50) 
of 11 µm was obtained from Nacional de Graphite Ltda. (Brazil). 
Natural graphite Graphexel was obtained from Graphexel Ltd. (United 
Kingdom). Graphite nanoplatelets, xGnP Grade C, with bulk density 
within 0.2–0.4 g cm−3 and particle diameter lower than 2 µm was 
purchased from XG Sciences (USA). These graphite products will be 
designated in this work by Micrograf (pristine), Graphexel (pristine), and 
XGC (pristine), respectively.
For the QCM-D studies and the production of the FS multilayered 
films, CHI (medium molecular weight) with deacetylation degree 
between 75% and 85% and viscosity ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 Pa s−1 was 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Before using, CHI was purified through 
a recrystallization process. ALG from brown algae with viscosity between 
0.005 and 0.040 Pa s−1 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as 
received.
4.2. Preparation of PY/Graphite Suspensions
PY/graphite suspensions were prepared by adding 7.9 mg to 500 mL 
of distilled water (DW) to produce 5 × 10−5 m solution. The pH of this 
solution was adjusted to 7 to aid the total dissolution of the pyrene 
derivative, assisted by sonication. Then, 500 mg of graphite was added 
to the PY solution, and the suspension, with approximate concentration 
of 1 mg mL−1, was exposed to sonication during 4 h. After sonication, 
the functionalized few-layer graphene suspension was centrifuged 
at 3500 rpm during 30 min, to remove the larger aggregates of 
nonexfoliated graphite, and the supernatant was collected and kept to be 
characterized and used in QCM-D and LbL experiments.
4.3. Characterization of Functionalized Few-Layer Graphene
Raman Spectroscopy analysis was performed on a LabRAM HR Evolution 
Raman spectrometer (Horiba Scientific, Japan) using a laser excitation 
wavelength of 532 nm. The functionalized few-layer graphene aqueous 
suspensions prepared were sprayed on a glass slide positioned on a 
heating plate for fast water evaporation and deposition of the graphene 
products to be analyzed. UV–vis Spectroscopy analysis was performed 
in order to determine the concentration of the functionalized few-layer 
graphene aqueous suspensions, using a UV-2401 PC spectrophotometer 
(Shimadzu, Japan) with 1 cm path length quartz cells. For the UV–vis 
measurements, the fG(XGC) suspension was diluted 25 times before the 
analysis since the as prepared suspension was too concentrated for the 
application of the Lambert–Beer equation. The evaluation of the thermal 
stability of the functionalized few layer graphene products was performed 
by TGA analysis using a Q500 equipment (TA Instruments, USA). The 
analysis was performed under a nitrogen atmosphere in the temperature 
range from 40 to 845 °C and scanning rate of 10 °C min−1. The stability 
of the functionalized few-layer graphene suspensions was evaluated 
using a Zetasizer Nano-Zs equipment (Malvern Instruments, UK). The 
results presented are the average of at least five ZP measurements 
performed for each suspension.
4.4. Real-Time Monitoring of the Multilayered Films’ Production
CHI (Polycation), ALG (Polyanion), and fG(XGC) (Polyanion) were 
combined to form a multilayered film with four tetralayers. The sequence 
of deposition used was (CHI/ALG/CHI/fG(XGC))4. Adsorption took 
place at 25 °C, using solutions at 0.5 mg mL−1 and at a constant 
flow rate of 50 mL min−1, with an adsorption time of 10 min (starting 
with CHI) and an intermediate rinsing step of 5 min. The fG(XGC) 
suspension used in this experiment had pH 7.5. All QCM-D experiments 
were performed in a QCM-D E4 (Q-Sense Instruments, Sweden) and 
CHI and ALG solutions were freshly prepared at a concentration of 
0.5 mg mL−1 and the pH of the solutions was adjusted to pH 5.5. The 
data from QCM-D experiments were modeled with the Qtools software 
(Q-sense AB). After providing the values of ρB, ηB, and ρL, the software 
performs the modeling of the experimental data according to a Voigt-
based model, using three overtones of frequency and dissipation. The 
thickness, viscosity, and shear modulus of the produced films were 
estimated by this model.
4.5. Production of the FS Multilayered Films
The multilayered FS films were produced by the LbL technique using 
a homemade dipping robot. Two types of multilayered FS films with 
different compositions were produced, (CHI/ALG/CHI/ALG)100 as 
control and (CHI/ALG/CHI/fG(XGC))100, both with 100 tetralayers. 
Before films buildup, polypropylene substrates were rinsed with ethanol 
and DW and dried with compressed air. CHI and ALG solutions were 
freshly prepared at a concentration of 2 mg mL−1 and the pH of the 
solutions was adjusted to 5.5. The functionalized few-layer graphene 
suspension used to produce (CHI/ALG/CHI/fG(XGC))100 films had 
a concentration of 0.25 mg mL−1 and a pH of ≈7.5. The substrate was 
immersed sequentially in CHI and ALG and fG solutions during 6 min 
for each solution and intermediate rinsing step, with DW during 4 min, 
was performed between the deposition of each PE and fG depositions. 
After 100 cycles of deposition, the multilayered FS films were let to dry 
at room temperature and were easily detached from the underlying 
substrate, just by peeling off with the help of a tweezer. (CHI/ALG/CHI/
ALG)100 and (CHI/ALG/CHI/fG(XGC))100 are referred in this work as 
control FS films and fG FS films, respectively.
4.6. Characterization of the FS Multilayered Films
Raman spectroscopy analysis was performed on a LabRAM HR 
Evolution Raman Spectrometer (Horiba Scientific, Japan) under a laser 
excitation wavelength of 532 nm, to assess the presence of fG(XGC) 
in the multilayered FS films and map the distribution of the graphene-
based products across the films. The analysis was carried out on the 
multilayered FS films that were placed on a glass coverslip. The spectra 
were recorded at RT and the results were analyzed using the LabSpec6 
software.
TGA analysis was performed to estimate the amount of fG products 
incorporated in the multilayered FS films and to evaluate the thermal 
stability of both fG and control FS films. TGA was carried out on a Q500 
equipment (TA Instruments, USA) under nitrogen atmosphere, within a 
temperature range from 40 to 845 °C and scanning rate of 10 °C min−1.
The weight content of few-layer graphene in the LbL films was 
estimated considering the TGA weight losses observed at 840 °C for 
CHI/ALG (control films), fG-multilayered films, and also considering the 
weight loss of as-produced fG.
The morphology of the multilayered FS films was characterized 
using a JSM-6010LV SEM (JEOL, Japan) microscope, operating at 15 kV. 
Before the analyses, the samples were coated with a gold layer, using an 
EM ACE600 (Leica Microsystems, Germany) sputter coater. For cross-
sectional observations, the FS films were dipped in liquid nitrogen until 
free fracture.
The topography and roughness analysis was performed using a 
Dimension Icon AFM (Bruker, France) with an air cantilever (SNL-10D) 
(Bruker, France) with a spring constant of 0.06 N m−1, operating in a 
ScanAsyst mode. The topography of the multilayered FS films was 
investigated with 512 × 512 pixels2 at line rates of 1 Hz. For surface 
roughness analysis, AFM images with 5 × 5 µm2 were obtained, followed 
by root mean squared roughness (RRMS) and average height (Hav) values 
calculation. At least three measurements were carried out for both 
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control and fG FS films. The analysis of the images was performed using 
the software NanoScope Analysis.
The wettability of the multilayered FS films was evaluated by 
WCA measurements using an OCA15plus goniometer equipment 
(DataPhysics, Germany). At least five measurements were performed, 
at RT, by dispensing drops of 5 µL of DW. The pictures were acquired 
as the drop contacted the surface of the FS films and the results were 
treated using the SCA20 software.
Water uptake (WU) experiments were performed to evaluate the 
swelling ability of the produced multilayered FS films. The WU values 
were obtained by weighing the samples, from both control and fG FS 
films, before and after immersion in PBS solution at 37 °C for 5, 15, 
and 30 min, and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 24, and 48 h. At each time point, 
the samples were taken from the medium and the excess of solution 
was removed with a filter paper, before weighing. Finally, the WU was 
calculated using Equation (1)




where mi is the initial dry mass of a sample before immersion and mw is 
the mass of the swelled sample at a given time point.
The weight loss of both multilayered films caused by nonenzymatic 
hydrolysis and enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis, which represent two 
degradation processes commonly occurring in polymers of natural 
origin, was evaluated through degradation tests. The weight loss of 
the multilayered FS films was determined by weighing the samples 
before and after immersion in PBS solution with sodium azide (0.02% 
w/v) as well as in PBS solution with lysozyme in a concentration of 
0.013 mg mL−1, at 37 °C, for 7, 14, 21, and 28 d. At each time point, the 
samples were removed from the solution, washed with distilled water, 
and dried and, subsequently weighed. The weight loss was calculated 
using Equation (2)




where mi is the initial dry mass of a sample before immersion and mf is 
the mass of the dried sample at a given time point.
The tensile properties of the multilayered FS films were evaluated 
through Uniaxial Tensile Tests, following ASTM D3039/D3039M-14, in 
a Universal Mechanical Testing machine (Instron 5543, USA) equipped 
with a 1 kN load cell. The specimens were cut with rectangular shape, 
with ≈5 mm width, and were subjected to a strain rate of 1 mm min−1 at 
a gauge length of 10 mm. At least five samples, from both fG and control 
FS films, were tested, after immersion overnight in a PBS solution. The 
cross-sectional area of the FS films was measured immediately before 
the tests, where the thickness was determined in three different regions 
of each sample using a micrometer (Mitutoyo, Japan). Finally, the 
ultimate tensile strength, elongation at break, and Young’s modulus 
of the multilayered FS films were calculated, according to the standard 
indicated.
The mechanical/viscoelastic properties of the multilayered FS films 
were evaluated using DMA. The DMA experiments were performed 
using a Tritec2000B DMA (Triton Technology (UK)), equipped with the 
tensile mode. The multilayered FS films were cut with ≈5 mm width. 
Prior to the DMA assays, the samples were soaked overnight in a PBS 
solution, to reach the swelling equilibrium. The geometry of the samples 
was then measured accurately for each sample, where the thickness was 
determined in three different regions using a micrometer (Mitutoyo, 
Japan). The measurements were carried out at 37 °C with the multilayered 
FS films immersed in a PBS solution placed in a Teflon reservoir. The 
multilayered FS films were clamped in the DMA apparatus with a gauge 
length of 10 mm and immersed in the PBS bath. After stabilizing at 37 
°C, the DMA spectra were obtained during a frequency scan between 
0.2 and 10 Hz. The experiments were performed under constant strain 
amplitude (50 µm) and a static preload of 1 N was applied during the 
tests to keep the sample tight. At least three specimens were tested for 
each condition with the same experimental settings.
The electrical conductivity measurements were performed following 
ASTM D257, using with a picoammeter 6487 (Keithley, USA) with 
8009 electrodes (Keithley, USA). Direct current measurements were 
performed for voltages varying between −5.0 and 5.0 V. The samples 
were rectangular with an area of 1.68 × 10−4 m2. The thickness of the 
samples was measured before the tests using a micrometer (Mitutoyo, 
Japan). The results presented are the average of 100 measurements 
performed for each voltage applied.
L929 mouse fibroblasts line (L929, European Collection of Cell 
Cultures) was used to test the in vitro biocompatibility of the control and 
fG multilayered FS films for 1, 3, and 7 d. Cells were cultured in complete 
Dulbecco’s modified minimum essential medium (DMEM) medium 
supplemented with 3.7 g L−1 sodium bicarbonate, 10% fetal bovine 
serum, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (pH = 7.4), in 150 cm2 tissue 
culture flasks and incubated at 37 °C in a humidified air atmosphere of 
5% CO2. The medium was replaced every 2–3 d.
Prior to cell seeding, samples with 10 × 10 mm2 were sterilized by 
immersion in 70 vol% ethanol for 2 h and then washed twice with sterile 
PBS. After this, the multilayered FS films were immersed in cell culture 
medium for complete swelling. The cells were seeded in the multilayered 
FS films at a density of 50 000 cells per sample and nourished with 
DMEM. The cultures were incubated at 37 °C in a humidified air 
atmosphere of 5% CO2.
The morphology and viability of the cells was assessed using 
fluorescence staining with phalloidin tetramethylrhodamine and DAPI. 
At each time point DAPI (20 mg mL−1, Sigma-Aldrich) and phalloidin 
(20 mg mL−1, Sigma-Aldrich) were used. Prior to staining, culture 
medium was removed and the multilayered FS films were washed with 
sterile PBS. Formalin (10%, ThermoFisher) was added for 30 min, to fix 
the cells of the above samples. After that, formalin was removed and 
the samples were washed with PBS. Following this, 1 mL of PBS with 
10 µL of phalloidin was added and kept at RT, protected from light, 
during 45 min. Subsequently, the samples were washed with PBS and 
stained with 1 µL of DAPI in 1 mL of PBS for 15 min. After 15 min, the 
samples were washed again with PBS and images were obtained using 
an inverted fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Germany).
The metabolic activity of the L929 cells was measured using 
the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-
sulphophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium (MTS colorimetric assay, Cell Titer 
96 AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Promega, USA). At 
each time point the samples were washed with PBS and then immersed 
in an MTS solution, prepared by using a 1:5 ratio of MTS reagent and 
serum free cell culture medium and let to incubate in this solution for 
3 h at 37 °C with a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2 in the 
dark. Afterward, 0.1 mL (in triplicate) of each well were transferred to a 
new 96-well plate and finally the optical density was read at 490 nm on a 
multiwell microplate reader (Synergy HT, Bio-Tek Instruments). At least 
four samples, from both control and fG FS films, were tested.
Cell proliferation into the developed FS multilayered films was 
also investigated through the quantification of double-stranded DNA 
(dsDNA) for 1, 3, and 7 d. First, cells were lysed by osmotic and thermal 
shock and the obtained supernatant was analyzed using PicoGreen 
dsDNA kit (Life Technologies, UK). The recovered supernatant was 
read on a microplate reader (BioTek, USA) using a 485 and 528 nm 
as excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively. Triplicates were 
performed for each sample and the DNA amounts were calculated using 
a standard curve.
4.7. Statistical Analysis
Data were expressed as average ± standard deviation (SD) of at least 
three replicates. The error bars present in the graphics denote the SD. 
Normality tests were performed using D’Agostino and Pearson test. For 
the uniaxial tensile tests, AFM assays, and WCA assays the population 
was normally distributed and unpaired parametric t-test were used. For 
biological assays, Two-Way Anova, followed by Turkey’s test, was used. 
The statistical analysis was performed using the software GraphPad 
© 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim1700316 (15 of 16)
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Prism 6.0 for Windows. Statistical significance was accepted for a p < 
0.05 (*).
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